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The effect of processing parameters on the bonding layer structure of the chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) coated cemented carbide inserts was investigated through thermodynamics
calculations. It was found that, under equilibrium conditions, the existing processing parameters
would deposit graphite. To eliminate the thermodynamic driving force for the formation of
graphite, the amount of the methane participating in equilibrium calculations must be signifi-
cantly reduced. Under such circumstances, various titanium carbides formed instead, in agree-
ment with recent experimental investigations. Thus the methane may have not fully cracked
during the CVD coating process.
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1. Introduction

Today, about 60% of cemented carbide cutting tools are
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) coated[1] with a top
Al2O3 layer for excellent wear-resistance. There are typi-
cally two forms of Al2O3 phases: the stable �- and meta-
stable �-Al2O3 phases. Although the �-Al2O3 phase shows
excellent high temperature stability, it is difficult to form
and has relatively poor adhesion to the inner nonoxide layer
compared with the �-Al2O3 phase. Therefore, a so-called
bonding layer was used before the deposition of the Al2O3
layer to favor the formation of the �-Al2O3 phase and im-
prove its adhesion to the inner nonoxide layer.[2,3] In our
previous experimental investigation,[4] it was found that,
under typical CVD processing conditions for the bonding
layer, various titanium oxides were observed instead of the
commonly believed Ti(C,N,O) phase.[5,6] To fully under-
stand phase stability in bonding layers in CVD coating of
cemented carbide cutting tools, detailed thermodynamic
calculations are carried out in the present work to investi-
gate the effects of various processing parameters.

2. Calculation Procedures

In our previous experimental investigation, a laboratory-
scale CVD cylinder was used. Feeding gases flowed upward
in the chamber at 60 torr pressure with a temperature of

970 °C at the bottom and 1000 °C at the top of the cham-
ber.[4] The input gas mixture consisted of H2 (86% volume),
CH4 (4%), CO2 (1.7%), N2 (8%), and TiCl4 (0.3%). These
experimental conditions were used as initial conditions in
the present thermodynamic calculations using ThermoCalc
software[7] and the SGTE substance database[8] combined
with the FEDAT.[9] As a first approximation, the Gibbs
energy, G fcc

TiO � −430,000 + GTi
SER + 0.5 GO2

SER (J/mol of
TiO) with the last two terms being the Gibbs energy of
hcp-Ti and O2, for the end-member of TiO in the Ti-O fcc
phase and the interaction parameter, 8000 J/mol of formula
in terms of the sublattice model (Ti)(O, Va), between oxy-
gen and vacancy were estimated from those of the hcp phase
in the Ti-O binary system.[10] The effects of individual pro-
cessing parameters, i.e., gas flow ratios defined by the initial
concentrations in the input gas, temperature, and pressure,
and their combinations on the phase stability were investi-
gated by systematically varying their values.

3. Results and Discussion

In the previous experimental investigation,[4] the bond-
ing layers were deposited thicker than those on typical com-
mercial cutting tools under the same conditions so they
could be investigated by conventional x-ray diffraction
(XRD). Four types of titanium oxides, i.e., TiO2, Ti4O7,
Ti3O5, and Ti2O3, were observed from the XRD analysis,
while the equilibrium calculation showed three-phase equi-
librium of gas, fcc, and graphite with the composition of fcc
being Ti(C0.016N0.984) with almost no oxygen and the CH4
concentration in the gas phase being 0.07%. It shows that
over 98% of methane has been consumed. The calculated
results are in contradiction to the experimental observations,
particularly on the existence of graphite, which was not
detected experimentally. Variations in temperature and
pressure close to experimental values do not change the
features of the three-phase equilibrium, as shown in Fig. 1
and 2 for pressure and temperature, respectively.

Consequently, the thermodynamic driving force for the
formation of graphite with respect to gas flow ratios was
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investigated. The expression for the driving force of graph-
ite formation, Dgra, is represented by the following dimen-
sionless quantity:

Dgra = −
�G

RT
(Eq 1)

where �G stands for the Gibbs free energy change in the
system when one mole of graphite is formed, and R and T
are the gas constant and temperature. The driving force is

calculated by minimizing the system Gibbs energy without
graphite participating in the equilibrium calculation. The
difference between the Gibbs energy of graphite and the
chemical potential of carbon in this equilibrium system is
the �G in Eq 1. If Dgra is negative, then graphite will not
form from the gas phase. It was found that only the flow
ratios of CH4 and CO2 change the sign of Dgra, as indicated
in Fig. 3. It should be mentioned that the change of flow
ratios are realized by adjusting the flow rates of the respec-
tive gases with the input flow rates of other gases kept
constant. This means that the flow ratios of all gases are
changed simultaneously if the flow rate of one input gas is
changed. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that, if the flow ratio of
CH4 is higher than 1.8%, the driving force for the formation
of graphite will be positive, which means that the graphite
will form from the gas phase. On the other hand, graphite
will not form if the CH4 flow ratio is lower than 1.8%. For
CO2, the zero driving force point is around 3.7% with the
higher CO2 flow ratio preventing the formation of graphite
due to the formation of more CO along with a dramatic
decrease of the CH4 partial pressure in the gas phase. Such
calculations may indicate that the dominant sooting reaction
may be the decomposition of CH4 and addition of more CO2
has the effect of consuming more CH4 because CH4 reacts
with CO2 to form carbon monoxide. It should be mentioned
that these calculations represent chemical potential differ-
ences of carbon between graphite and the equilibrated fcc-
gas two-phase mixture under various conditions without
knowing the details of reaction paths; however, these cal-
culations can provide information on possible reaction
paths.

In experiments, the flow ratios of CH4 and CO2 are 4%
and 1.7%, respectively. Because a flow ratio of CO2 higher
than the experimental value is needed to reduce the stability
of graphite, the flow ratio of CO2 cannot contribute to the

Fig. 1 Effect of pressure on mass fraction of phases at 970 °C

Fig. 2 Effect of temperature on mass fraction of phases at 60
torr

Fig. 3 Effect of gas flow ratios on the driving force of graphite
at 970 °C and 60 torr
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lack of graphite in experimental observations. For CH4, the
flow ratio of 1.8% for the zero driving force is lower than
the experimental value of 4%. Therefore, if less than 45% of
all CH4 molecules are active in chemical reactions in the
system, the driving force for the formation of graphite can
become negative. The phase fractions as a function of the
CH4 flow ratio are plotted in Fig. 4. In addition to the
disappearance of graphite, it is observed that the fcc phase
is not stable when the flow ratio of CH4 is lower than
1.36%, and various titanium oxides become stable at lower
flow ratios of CH4.

To study the combined effect of temperature and CH4,
the phase diagram of the CH4 flow ratio and temperature
was calculated and plotted (Fig. 5). In the temperature range
from 970 to 1000 °C and the flow ratio of CH4 from 0 to
1.36% are five phase regions: gas+TiO2, gas+TiO2+Ti4O7,
gas+Ti4O7, gas+Ti4O7+Ti3O5, and gas+Ti3O5. If the flow
ratio of CH4 locates in the gas+TiO2+Ti4O7 phase region,
both TiO2 and Ti4O7 oxides will co-deposit from the gas
phase to form the bonding layer. On the other hand, if there
is a local variation of the flow ratio of CH4 between the
gas+TiO2 and gas+Ti4O7 phase regions, a mixture of TiO2
and Ti4O7 could also be achieved. Similarly, if there is a
local variation of the flow ratio of CH4 in the gas+TiO2 and
gas+Ti3O5 phase regions, a mixture of TiO2 and Ti3O5 ox-
ides could be found in the bonding layer.

To investigate the decomposition of CH4, Fulcheri and
Schwob[11] considered the following chemical reaction:
CH4 → C + 2H2. This reaction is endothermic, and the
standard decomposition enthalpy, �H°, is 74.6 kJ/mol.
Fulcheri and Schwob plotted the energy supply needed for
the above reaction as a function of temperature and con-
cluded that the temperature should be between 1000 and
2000 °C for the reaction to take place. Moradov mentioned
that the processing temperatures for this decomposition re-

action is 1400 °C or higher without a metal catalyst.[12]

These observations partially supported our point that CH4
may not be fully cracked in our CVD chamber at 1000 °C or
lower, which affects the phase equilibria in the chamber and
thus the phases of the bonding layer.

It should be noted that there is no stable phase region for
the Ti2O3 compound in Fig. 5 to explain the formation of

Fig. 6 Effect of CO2 and CH4 flow ratios on the formation of
titanium oxides with TiCl4 gas flow ratio � 0.3%, T � 970 °C,
and p � 60 torr

Fig. 4 Phase fractions as a function of CH4 flow ratio at 970 °C
and 60 torr

Fig. 5 Effect of temperature and CH4 flow ratio on formation of
titanium oxides at 970 °C and 60 torr
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the Ti2O3 compound in one of the samples at the top of the
CVD chamber. In this sample, a mixture of Ti3O5 and Ti2O3
were found. This suggests that the formation of the mixtures
of titanium oxides is not only influenced by the flow ratio of
CH4, but also other factors. CO2 and TiCl4 are two impor-
tant precursors to provide O and Ti atoms that form titanium
oxides. Figures 6 and 7 show the diagrams of CO2 versus
CH4 flow ratios while the flow ratio of TiCl4 changes from
0.3 to 0.1%, respectively. The following stable phase re-
gions can be observed with decreasing CO2 flow ratio:
gas+TiO2, gas+Ti4O7+TiO2, gas+Ti4O7, gas+Ti4O7+Ti3O5,
gas+Ti3O5, and gas+Ti2O3+Ti3O5. As the formation of ti-
tanium oxides consumes CO2 and TiCl4, the actual growth
condition moves from the gas+TiO2 phase region at the
bottom of the CVD chamber to the gas+Ti2O3+Ti3O5 region
at the top of the CVD chamber. This explains the observa-
tion of the mixture of Ti2O3+Ti3O5, thus providing further
evidence to support the hypothesis that a portion of CH4
does not crack or participate in chemical reactions in the
CVD chamber.

4. Conclusions

Thermodynamic calculations were conducted to explore
the phase stability in the bonding layer of CVD coated

cemented carbide cutting tools. In comparison with experi-
mental observations, it was found that less than 45% of CH4
is active in chemical reactions and the rest may have not
cracked at the experimental temperature range. The change
of oxide mixtures from the bottom to the top of the CVD
chamber can be explained by the consumption of Ti and O
in the gas due to the formation of titanium oxides during the
gas flow from the bottom to the top.
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